Abstract-Channel electron multiplier (CEM) and microchannel plate (MCP) detectors are routinely used in space instrumentation for measurement of space plasmas. Our goal is to understand the relative sensitivities of these detectors to penetrating radiation in space, which can generate background counts and shorten detector lifetime. We use keV -rays as a proxy for penetrating radiation such as -rays, cosmic rays, and high-energy electrons and protons that are ubiquitous in the space environment. We find that MCP detectors are times more sensitive to keV -rays than CEM detectors. This is attributed to the larger total area of multiplication channels in an MCP detector that is sensitive to electronic excitation and ionization resulting from the interaction of penetrating radiation with the detector material. In contrast to the CEM detector, whose quantum efficiency for keV -rays is found to be 0.00175 and largely independent of detector bias, the quantum efficiency of the MCP detector is strongly dependent on the detector bias, with a power law index of 5.5. Background counts in MCP detectors from penetrating radiation can be reduced using MCP geometries with higher pitch and smaller channel diameter.
many applications, such as detection of photons [1] , [2] , plasma spectrometry [3] [4] [5] , and energetic neutral atom imaging [6] [7] [8] . These incident particles are easily converted to low energy secondary electrons or photoelectrons, which initiate an electron avalanche in both MCP and CEM detectors. The resulting electron pulse is registered as a count in the instrument. We present the results of an experiment in which we compare the response of MCP and CEM detectors to keV -rays, which serve as a proxy for penetrating radiation.
In the space environment, CEM and MCP detectors are also sensitive to penetrating radiation that produces low energy electrons that can likewise initiate an electron avalanche and register a background count [9] . Penetrating radiation can include -rays, neutrons, electrons greater than MeV, and ions greater than MeV. 1 In the space environment, sources of these background particles can come (a) from natural systems such as planetary radiation belts, the Sun, and cosmic rays; (b) from engineered systems such as radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) power sources, and (c) as spallation products generated by the interaction of energetic particles with the spacecraft.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows electron count rate as a function of time and energy passband from the ACE/SWEPAM-E solar wind electron spectrometer [3] . At day in 2001, the onset of a solar energetic particle (SEP) event is noted in the sudden rise in the count rates of higher energy electrons. Before this event, the electron count rates span a factor of , from cts per spin at 1.3 keV to cts per spin at 73 eV, which is typical for the undisturbed solar wind. After onset of the SEP, which is primarily protons and heavy ions up to several hundred MeV [11] , background counts are uniformly present in all energy channels but are most obvious in the highest energy channels that normally have the lowest non-background count rates. The intensity of the SEP background count rate increases with time and results in complete whiteout conditions over all energies for the interval Day 309.65 to Day 310.05. During this time, no reliable solar wind measurements, which are important for understanding how energy and mass are coupled into the Earth's space environment and for predicting geomagnetic activity, can be acquired.
Avalanches initiated by penetrating radiation also contribute to the total charge output of CEM and MCP detectors. Because the primary parameter governing detector lifetime is the total 1 For reference, the CSDA ranges of 10 MeV electrons and 100 MeV protons in aluminum are 2.2 cm and 3.7 cm, respectively [10] .
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charge output [1] , [12] [13] [14] , penetrating radiation can shorten CEM and MCP detector lifetime. Thus, detectors that are sensitive to penetrating radiation can experience both high background count rates and a shortened lifetime.
Techniques for mitigation of background counts from penetrating radiation are generally limited. Shielding is an obvious method but requires substantial mass resources that come at tremendous launch cost and can serve as a conversion medium to create many low energy secondary particles (to which CEM and MCP detectors are sensitive) from one incoming high-energy particle. Another mitigation strategy is to focus the incident particles to a smaller area so that a smaller detector can be employed. Another technique is to surround the CEM or MCP detector with an anticoincidence shield [15] for rejection of some types of penetrating radiation, although this results in additional complexity as well as mass and power resources, and high event rates of the anticoincidence detector can paralyze an instrument. Finally, for measurement of some species such as ions and energetic neutral atoms, coincidence or time-of-flight measurements can be used for identification of signal counts in the presence of substantial background counts [5] , [7] .
CEM and MCP detectors are largely interchangeable for simple detection of individual particles, although MCP detectors are often utilized for applications requiring position sensing, fast timing, and large detection area. However, recent developments of multiple-channel CEM detectors has enabled their use in fast-timing applications, such as the Photonis MAGNUM detector with a 1.7 ns pulse width. The purpose of this study is to understand the relative sensitivity of MCP and CEM detectors to background counts from penetrating radiation. While our primary application is penetrating radiation in the space environment, these results can apply to any penetrating radiation whose endpoint energy cascade is predominantly low energy electrons, which we call "cascade" electrons, that mimic the photoelectrons or secondary electrons that these detectors are optimized to detect.
We hypothesize that, compared to CEM detectors, MCP detectors have a substantially larger internal surface area that is sensitive to cascade electrons from penetrating particles. We measure the relative detection efficiencies of MCP and CEM detectors to -rays, which are a reasonable and general proxy for background counts in CEM and MCP detectors induced by penetrating radiation. While detailed models of the interaction of hard x-rays and -rays in MCP detectors have been developed [16] , [17] , the relative responses of CEM and MCP to -rays have not been characterized.
-rays interact with solids through three dominant processes: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production. For the keV -rays used in this study, pair production is negligible, and both photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering evolve to a low energy electron shower in the material. Thus, we can apply the results obtained here with keV -rays to other types of penetrating radiation (i) that weakly interact with the detector material and (ii) whose interactions are predominantly electronic with an energy endpoint that includes low energy secondary-or photo-electrons, to which electron multipliers are particularly sensitive. In addition to -rays, this includes neutrons, cosmic rays, and relativistic ions (greater than MeV nucleon) and electrons (greater than MeV). keV -rays thus serve as an adequate proxy for these types of penetrating radiation. Fig. 2 shows schematically the principle of operation of (a) MCP and (b) CEM detectors. An MCP detector uses two (chevron configuration) or three (z-stack configuration) stacked microchannel plates. Typically, each microchannel plate is mm thick with a vast array of hollow channels, typically with a diameter of m. A voltage applied across the plates generates an electric field along the channels. An incident particle strikes the entrance surface or a channel wall and generates a secondary electron or photoelectron. This electron is accelerated down the channel, generating sequentially more electrons if the electric field is sufficiently high. The avalanche exits the channel and is collected on the anode as an electron pulse of electrons [17] , which can be quickly processed by standard electronics.
A. CEMs and MCPs: Continuous Dynode Multipliers
The gain of an avalanche in a channel can be generally described by [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] where is the initial secondary electron or photoelectron yield from the interaction of the incident radiation with the detector, is the mean secondary electron yield when an avalanche electron strikes the channel wall, is the channel distance over which an avalanche multiplication occurs, and is the average distance an electron in the avalanche travels before it impacts a wall and generates one or more secondary electrons that further contribute to the avalanche. Equivalently, roughly corresponds to the number of stages in a discrete dynode multiplier.
The CEM detector operates by a similar principle. An incident particle strikes the entrance funnel, generating secondary or photoelectrons that are accelerated into a multiplication channel by the electric field. Electron multiplication occurs throughout this channel, and the avalanche exits onto an anode. Although the ratio , and thus the gain, of a CEM funnel is substantially smaller than that of the CEM channel, it has a much larger surface area that is sensitive to avalanche initiation by penetrating radiation.
Except for specialized applications, e.g. [24] , MCPs and CEMs are designed to detect particles that generate secondary electrons or photoelectrons at or near the entrance surface of the detector, such that an electron avalanche is initiated near the input surface. In general, such particles do not penetrate deeply into the detector, and the electron avalanche is amplified through the entire multiplication length of the device.
B. Susceptibility to Penetrating Radiation
Penetrating radiation can generate background counts in MCP and CEM detectors in two ways: (i) by direct interaction with the detectors and emission of low energy electrons from detector surfaces, and (ii) by interaction with nearby components and emission of low energy secondary electrons from component surfaces that can subsequently be detected. This second pathway is typically mitigated by applying a negative bias (e.g., V) to the detector input surface relative to the potential of nearby component surfaces. We therefore only consider the first pathway for background in which penetrating radiation directly interacts with the detector and generates low energy electron emission from detector surfaces.
An important difference between CEM and MCP detectors is the total internal surface area that can generate a background count from cascade electrons generated by a penetrating particle. The background count rate is (1) where is the total sensitive area of the detector that can generate an avalanche with sufficient gain to register a valid pulse and is probability of avalanche initiation by penetrating radiation. In space, the penetrating radiation flux can be omnidirectional; for simplicity, and consistent with the geometry of the experiment used for this study, is defined as an areal flux of incident penetrating radiation (e.g., cm ). The sensitive area of the CEM detector is dominated by its input funnel ( mm ), which is nearly times that of the multiplication channel ( mm ). In contrast, the sensitive area of an MCP detector is dominated by the surface area of its multiplication channels. Fig. 2 (c) shows the total internal sensitive area of a single microchannel plate as a function of distance into the detector from its input surface. This was calculated for a mm input surface area, which is identical to the CEM detector, and used the same channel diameter ( m), channel pitch ( m), and channel length-to-diameter ratio (46/1) as the MCP detector in the experiment. The web comprises mm (37%) of the mm input surface area; this is negligible compared to the sensitive area of the multiplication channels but is included in the calculation.
In contrast to the CEM detector, the sensitive area of the microchannel plate is dominated by the dense array of multiplication channels whose cumulative surface area far exceeds that of the CEM detector. For reference, the green line in Fig. 2(c) shows the distance (0.22 mm) at which the sensitive area of the microchannel plate equals 20 times the sensitive area ( mm ) of the CEM funnel.
II. APPARATUS AND METHOD

A. CEM Detector
The CEM detector used in this study is a Sjuts model KBL CAS820 with a cm cm rectangular funnel entrance and 15 mm funnel depth. The detector bias is defined between the front (input) of the CEM and the anode. During exposure to keV , the detector input surfaces of the CEM and MCP detectors were biased to V to prevent detection of spurious secondary electrons that are generated at beam apertures. During exposure to -rays, higher energy photoelectrons (e.g., Compton electrons) generated from the interaction of -rays with the vacuum chamber walls were blocked from entering into the detector by affixing a 3.18-mm-thick aluminum absorber plate to the border around the CEM funnel.
A 93.1 line-per-inch Ni grid with transmission of 0.88 was placed over the CEM entrance as a fixed equipotential surface to ensure capture of secondary electrons generated in the funnel. A M resistor was placed between the back of the CEM, whose resistance was M , and the anode. The background count rate in the CEM detector with no source present was , which is negligible compared to the count rates of cts in the presence of the Cs source or when bombarded with 10 keV protons. During exposure to the Cs source, the center of the funnel entrance was located 9.8 cm from the source.
B. MCP Detector
The MCP detector used for this study is from a Quantar Technologies Series 3300 detector with a 4.0 cm active diameter with three MCP plates in a z-stack configuration. Similarly to the CEM detector, the MCP bias is defined between the front (input) surface of the detector and the anode. Each plate had the following properties: m channel diameter , m channel pitch (center-to-center channel spacing), a channel density of channels per mm , a channel length-to-diameter ratio of 46/1, and a resistance of M . A resistor was placed between the back of the MCP z-stack and the anode, and the MCP signal was extracted from the anode using a high voltage coupling capacitor. The center of the entrance surface of the MCP detector was placed 19.8 cm from the source. The input surface of the MCP detector was biased to V to reject the secondary electrons or photoelectrons generated at vacuum chamber walls. In this configuration, secondary electrons or photoelectrons generated within the web region of the MCP input surface are electrostatically repelled from the MCP and not counted [25] . During -ray irradiation, higher energy photoelectrons (e.g., Compton electrons) generated from the interaction of -rays with the vacuum chamber walls were blocked from the detector by a 3.18-mm-thick aluminum absorber plate that covered the field-of-view of the detector. Because the MCP detector assembly prevented placement of the absorber place directly on the MCP input surface, the absorber plate was placed cm from the MCP input surface and biased to ground potential.
In contrast to the CEM detector, we find a significant quiescent background count rate in the MCP detector. Fig. 3 shows the output MCP pulse height distribution (PHD) as a function of applied voltage in a quiescent state with no incident radiation. As increases, both the total detected counts and the magnitude of the detected pulses increase.
At each value of shown in Fig. 3 , the PHD decreases exponentially with increasing pulse magnitude. Also shown are normalized PHDs for MCP detectors in z-stack configuration operated under quiescent conditions [24] , [27] that exhibit the identical behavior of negative exponential PHDs. Background counts in MCP detectors operated under quiescent conditions have been attributed to detection of decay of trace radioactive species in the MCP materials, e.g, from found in the MCPs [27] that uniformly initiate avalanches throughout the multiplication channels in the MCP detector.
A single MCP typically exhibits a negative exponential PHD [18] , [28] that can be explained by modeling the statistical Fig. 3 . The MCP pulse height distributions (PHDs) of the quiescent count rate (in the absence of the source or incident ions) are shown for three detector biases for a z-stack configuration. Each PHD was acquired over 1000 s, with average count rates ranging from cts at kV to cts s at 2.9 kV. Also shown are quiescent MCP pulse height spectra from z-stack detectors [24] , [27] that have been normalized to span a pulse magnitude range up to electrons and overlap the data of this study at the LLD setting of electrons (dashed vertical line).
evolution of an electron avalanche using a Polya distribution [29] [30] [31] . However, for the case of a detector in a Chevron or z-stack configuration operated at sufficient bias to induce space charge saturation, incident particles that generate an avalanche in the first MCP generate a strongly peaked, quasi-Gaussian PHD [18] , [26] . The negative exponential PHD as observed in Fig. 3 is therefore indicative of uniform avalanche initiation throughout a z-stack MCP detector.
C. PHD Electronics
Electronics for CEM and MCP detectors operated in pulse counting mode are typically optimized for output pulse magnitudes within a particular range (e.g., electrons) appropriate for the detector and the particle targeted for measurement; here, our targeted particle is keV . The outputs of the CEM and MCP detectors were input into a charge-to-voltage converting preamplifier, followed by a shaping (voltage) amplifier, whose output was then measured using a pulse height analyzer. For all experiments of this paper, the lower level discriminator setting was fixed such that no counts with charge less than electrons are detected.
D. keV H as Input Radiation
is ubiquitous in the space environment and is a primary measurement target for understanding the bulk physical properties of space plasmas, whether by in situ measurement of or by remote sensing enabled by energetic neutral atom imaging [6] , [32] . Plasma instrumentation, and thus CEM and MCP detectors used in these instruments, are routinely optimized for detection of hydrogen at keV energies. We therefore use keV to identify the optimum CEM and MCP biases for such a measurement, and then compare the detector responses at the same detector biases to penetrating radiation using keV -rays as a proxy. The keV beam was generated in the Los Alamos Space Plasma Instrument Calibration Facility (see Appendix of [5] ). keV does not penetrate deeply into the detectors and deposits all of its energy near the detector input surface. Based on Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) calculations [33] , the mean range of keV in PbO, which is a reasonable representation of the composition of the channel surface material in CEM and MCP detectors, is m assuming a PbO density of g cm . Therefore, incident deposits all of its energy and generates secondary electrons close to the location at which it impacts the detector material.
E.
-ray Source A source was selected for this study because its keV -rays are sufficiently energetic to easily penetrate the detectors; with only a few percent attenuation in the detectors, they uniformly illuminate the volume of the detector and generate cascade electrons throughout the length of the multiplication channels. 94.6% of the nuclear decay is through internal conversion, with decay (electron energy between 0 and 518 keV) to metastable m , followed by transition to ground state via emission of a keV -ray. The remaining 5.4% of the nuclear decay is transition directly to the ground state through 1.18 MeV -decay electron emission. The source had an activity of Ci ( Bq). The -decay electrons are more rapidly absorbed than the γ-rays and therefore deposit their energy closer to the input surface of the detectors. With the goal of maximizing the -ray flux and minimizing the electron flux from emission to fully emulate a uniform energy deposition by penetrating radiation throughout the detector, we placed an aluminum plate in front of and in contact with the source to attenuate the electrons. For reference, the electron range in aluminum is mm at 1.2 MeV [34] , so we selected an aluminum absorber plate thickness of 3.18-mm-thick that was 20% thicker than this range.
Initial experiments showed a significant contribution to measured counts in both CEM and MCP detectors from Compton electrons that are generated by -ray interactions with the vacuum chamber walls and the mounting assembly. This background was larger in the MCP detector due to its larger input surface area compared to the CEM detector. A second aluminum absorber plate, also 3.18-mm-thick, was subsequently placed immediately in front of the MCP and CEM detectors and covered their entire input surfaces, as previously discussed. The Compton edge for keV -rays is 477 keV, so Compton electrons from chamber walls are completely stopped in this second absorber.
We simulated the performance of the absorber plates using Geant4 [35] , [36] . The simulations used a point source and a single 6.4-mm-thick aluminum absorber plate. The simulation tracked -decay electrons and -rays from the source as well as Compton electrons generated in the absorber plate. The simulation results indicate that (a) the absorber plate blocks 100% of the -decay electrons, (b) 88.0% of the keV -rays are transmitted through the absorber plate, and (c) the Compton electron flux exiting the absorber plate is 0.25% of the exiting -ray flux. Using these simulation results and the distances between the source and detector input surfaces listed in Table I , we calculated the average -ray flux and derived the total incident -ray rates at the CEM and MCP detector input surfaces. The results are listed in Table I . Fig. 4 shows the PHDs of the (a) CEM detector and (b) MCP detector resulting from the incident keV beam. All distributions are strongly peaked, which is characteristic of incident radiation that initiates an electron avalanche near the input surface of the detector, and the avalanche is amplified over nearly the full length of the multiplication channels of the CEM and MCP detectors.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PHD from Incident keV
The absolute peak locations and widths of the pulse height distributions are governed by the statistics of electron emission as well as the detailed geometry, material, and avalanche evolution statistics of the electron multiplier. However, we both expect [19] [20] [21] , [26] and observe an increase in both the PHD peak location (mean gain) and peak width (gain dispersion) of the MCP and CEM detectors with increasing detector bias.
As previously stated, electronics used for electron multiplier counting are optimized for a specific range of pulse magnitudes. Each PHD in Fig. 4(a) is matched to a similar PHD in Fig. 4(b) according to line color. This allows comparison of the -ray responses of these detectors while operating at detector biases that give similar gain performance for detection of keV H . As discussed later, the detector bias for detection of keV H in space is set so that the peak of the pulse height distribution lies sufficiently above the lower level discriminator setting so that almost all events register a valid pulse. In this configuration, most or all incident that generate avalanches are detected. In Fig. 4 , this corresponds to approximately kV and kV. A detector bias significantly higher than these values provides higher gain; however, this additional gain (1) provides no or minimal increase in quantum detection efficiency of , (2) reduces detector lifetime, which correlates with total charge output [1] , [12] [13] [14] , and (3) increases the background count rate from penetrating radiation as discussed in the next two sections.
B. PHD from Incident keV -rays
Fig . 5 shows the pulse height distributions of the (a) CEM detector and (b) MCP detector during exposure to keV -rays under the conditions listed in Table I . The counts are normalized to the -ray flux traversing the detector input surfaces, which is also listed in Table I . This allows quantitative comparison of the CEM and MCP detector sensitivities to -rays. The similar line colors of the PHDs in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) correspond to similar gain performance for detection of keV as derived in Fig. 4 . For example, through similar PHD in Fig 4, the -ray sensitivity for the CEM detector at keV can be directly compared to the MCP -ray sensitivity at keV.
For the CEM detector results shown in Fig. 5(a) , a distinct peak is observed in the PHD at each detector voltage . These peaks are of similar shape to those observed for the incident beam shown in Fig. 4(a) , although the -ray PHD peak maxima occur at slightly lower pulse magnitudes in the MCP detector compared to the CEM detector. The lower PHD peak for incident -rays is characteristic of a smaller initial secondary electron yield of -rays relative to keV [19] [20] [21] [22] . The shape of the -ray PHD peak in the CEM detector is consistent with the domination of the sensitive area by the CEM funnel. Because the -rays initiate most electron avalanches in the funnel, these avalanches are subsequently fully amplified as they traverse the entire multiplication channel, creating the relatively well-defined peak that is observed that is similar in shape to the PHD from incident . In contrast, Fig. 5(b) shows the MCP PHD from incident keV -rays for the same MCP biases used in Fig. 4(b) . At each MCP detector bias, the PHD decreases as a negative exponential distribution, which is consistent with the quiescent, exponentially-decreasing PHD of Fig. 3 that we attribute to uniform avalanche initiation throughout the multiplication channels of the MCP detector. These PHDs contrast sharply with the distinctly peaked PHD from incident -rays in the CEM detector ( Fig. 5(a) ) and from detection by the MCP detector (Fig. 4(b) ). TO keV -RAYS Fig. 6 . The quantum efficiency for detection of keV -rays for the CEM detector (blue diamonds) and MCP detector (red squares) are shown as a function of detector bias. The dashed red line is a power law fit to data,
C. Detection Efficiencies for Incident keV -rays
, showing a strong dependence on detector bias. In contrast, the quantum efficiency of the CEM detector is a constant when the strongly peaked -ray PHD lies above the LLD, which corresponds to in the range 2.1-2.4 kV; the dashed blue line is the average at these biases.
source. The quiescent count rates for the CEM detector are negligible in comparison to the total count rates measured during -ray exposure.
Also listed in Table II is the quantum efficiency of the detectors to keV -rays. This efficiency is obtained from the ratio of the net detector count rate from these -rays listed in Table II to the calculated -ray input rate listed in Table I . The error of based on counting statistics is for the CEM detector and for the MCP detector. The quantum efficiency is also shown in Fig. 6 as a function of applied detector bias. For the CEM detector, varies little with detector bias , with an average value of 0.00175 for the four highest detector biases. This behavior is expected because the peak of the PHD of Fig. 5(a) is mostly or entirely above the lower level discriminator setting at corresponding voltages. Thus, additional gain resulting from higher detector bias yields no additional counts from -rays.
From Table II , the MCP detector has considerably higher quantum detection efficiency than the CEM detector. Furthermore, increases substantially with increasing detector bias, with ranging from 1.06% at kV to 2.5% at 3.0 kV. These results are generally consistent with previous quantum efficiency measurements of % for keV -rays [1] . Fig. 6 shows the strong dependence of on . The quantum efficiencies are fit to a power law function , whose scaling exponent is a quantitative measure of the dependence of on . Using the data points at the four highest detector biases (for which the keV pulse height distributions are completely above the lower level discriminator setting), the power law fit yields , which is shown as the dashed red line in Fig. 6 . This clearly demonstrates a strong, nonlinear dependence of on . Using a constant value for the CEM detector, the ratio of the MCP and CEM quantum efficiencies for detection of keV -rays equals 18 at kV and 22 at , yielding an average value . From the green line of Fig. 2(c) , a ratio of the MCP-to-CEM sensitive surface area corresponding to 20 is obtained when all avalanches generated within 0.22 mm of the input surface of the first microchannel plate of the z-stack MCP detector register valid pulses.
To confirm that keV -rays uniformly penetrate the CEM detector, we compared the CEM response to -rays under two conditions: with the CEM detector input surface facing the source (identical to the orientation for the data of Fig. 4(b) ) and with the CEM rotated 90 so that its longer side dimension faced the source. The ratio of counts obtained in the front relative to side orientations was , illustrating the uniform penetration through and uniform energy deposition within the detector. Similar measurements of the MCP detector were not possible due to the significant mass of the MCP detector mounting assembly, although we note that edge-on detection by MCP detectors of penetrating radiation has been both studied [37] and applied to x-ray imaging [38] , [39] . Edge-on detection is unique due to greater detector thickness and thus higher absorption of penetrating radiation, although the detector area exposed to incoming penetrating radiation flux is smaller.
The CEM results demonstrate that keV -rays are a reasonable proxy for penetrating radiation that deposits energy uniformly in the detector and whose energy endpoint is electronic excitation and ionization in the detector material. This result also applies to penetrating radiation such as neutrons, cosmic rays, and relativistic ions and electrons. Because CEM detectors are a factor of less sensitive to penetrating radiation, we have successfully incorporated CEM detectors into both the IBEX-Hi neutral atom imager [8] , which uses multiple coincidence detection to measure the tenuous flux of energetic neutral atoms that enter the detector subsystem at a rate of atom , and the HOPE time-of-flight mass spectrometer, which uses time-of-flight measurements to measure ions, their masses, and electrons within the harsh penetrating radiation environment of the Earth's radiation belts [5] .
D. MCP Sensitivity to Penetrating Radiation: Dependence on Lower Level Discriminator (LLD) Setting
For the MCP detector, the negative exponential pulse height distributions for incident keV -rays depicted in Fig. 5 (b) strongly contrasts with the keV PHD (Fig. 4(b) ), which are strongly peaked and have a larger average pulse magnitude. This suggests that MCP detector background from penetrating radiation might be substantially reduced relative to a target species such as keV by increasing the lower level discriminator (LLD) setting (or, equivalently, a decrease in detector voltage as indicated in Fig. 6 ) without significant reduction of target particle counts.
Using the MCP detector PHD data of Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) at kV, Fig. 7(a) shows the total counts that would be detected as a function of if was an adjustable parameter instead of being fixed at electrons as in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . As expected, the total counts detected for keV -rays decreases more rapidly with increasing than for keV . In Fig. 7 (a) the symbols represent the LLD setting at which 90% ( ), 75% ( ), and 50% ( ) of the total events with electrons are registered as valid counts, with the invalid counts rejected because their pulse magnitudes lie below . Notably, these LLD settings encroach into the PHD peak shown in Fig. 4(b) . Fig. 7(b) shows the ratio of the counts from to the counts from -rays as a function of , where is normalized to unity at electrons. is therefore a relative measure of the signal-to-background ratio, and we also note that is proportional to the quantum detection efficiency ratio . The opportunity to reduce the penetrating radiation background counts by increasing the LLD setting is apparent from Fig. 7(b) . Factors of 3, 6, and 12 in signal-to-background can be gained with 10%, 25%, and 50% reductions in valid counts. While these gains in signal-to-background are enticing and may be practical in some applications, measuring particles such as with an LLD setting inside its PHD peak can substantially reduce the measurement accuracy. We illustrate this through a gain-voltage curve, which is typically used to set detector bias and monitor performance of CEM and MCP detectors in space.
For space applications, electronics that process output pulses from CEM and MCP detectors are designed and optimized to accept valid pulses over a specified range of output charge magnitudes. This range is needed because of the expected variation of pulse magnitudes due to avalanche statistics and to the secondary electron emission statistics of initial impact of the incident particle, which can vary substantially depending on particle type and energy. Typically, the lower and upper level discriminator settings are fixed, and the CEM or MCP detector gain is optimized by adjusting the detector bias in order to match the PHD of the suite of targeted particles and energies to the electronics. . The counts have been multiplied by a factor of 4 for easy comparison with the counts from -rays. As increases, fewer valid counts are registered, and the fraction of counts above decreases faster for -rays than for . (b) The signal-to-background ratio , which is normalized to unity at electrons, increases with increasing , illustrating a method for potential improvement in signal-to-background ratio. The symbols in (a) and (b) are shown at the LLD settings at which the relative fractions of valid counts equal 50% ( ), 75% ( ), and 90% ( ), where electrons).
A gain-voltage curve is obtained by measuring counts as a function of detector bias for a constant input particle flux. Fig. 8 shows for illustrative purposes an MCP detector gainvoltage curve from a constant-flux keV beam. The normalized gain-voltage curve, which is proportional to quantum detection efficiency, is well-represented by a Logistic function (2) where is the maximum count rate, is the detector bias at the midpoint of the curve (i.e., where ), and is a width parameter that is a measure of the steepness of the gain-voltage curve. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the derivative of Eq. (2) (green line), which illustrates the relative steepness of the gain-voltage curve as a function of detector bias.
Typically, the nominal operating detector bias is set to (3) which allows sufficient gain margin so that most events generated by targeted particles are registered as valid events. In Fig. 8 , the fit of the Logistic function to the data yields kV and (red dashed line), which yields a nominal detector bias of kV. Also shown in Fig. 8 (red points) for direct comparison with Fig. 7 are the detector biases at which 50%, 75%, and 90% of the counts acquired at nominal bias kV are accepted as valid counts. As indicated by the derivative of the Logistic function (green line), these points fall along the generally steep section of the gain-voltage curve. At these points, a small shift in detector gain can result in a large change of and thus of quantum detection efficiency, which degrades the accuracy and precision of the measurements.
The strong dependence of quantum detection efficiency on gain when operating the detector along the steep section of the gain-voltage curve (e.g., kV) has three important consequences for space applications. First, the widths and peak locations of the PHD of targeted particles are dependent on particle properties; equivalently, particles of different type and energy can have slightly different gain-voltage curves. Therefore, operating with a detector bias in the steep part of the gain-voltage curve for one particle type and energy intersects the gain-voltage curves of the other particle types and energies at different locations, introducing substantial uncertainty in the relative quantum detection efficiencies of the different particle types and energies.
Second, aging of an MCP detector results in decreasing gain at a rate that primarily depends on the total charge output over its lifetime [40] . From Fig. 8 , a slight decrease in gain in the steep part of the gain-voltage curve can result in a significant decrease in quantum detection efficiency. Without precise calibration and knowledge of the gain-voltage curve, both the accuracy of the measurement and its uncertainty are degraded. We note that new lifetime-extension technologies have been developed for MCP photomultiplier (PMT) detectors [41] .
Third, in space applications, a gain-voltage curve is periodically acquired to monitor detector performance and aging, and an observed decrease in detector gain is compensated by increasing the detector bias. An important assumption for acquiring a well-calibrated gain-voltage curve is a uniform incident particle flux over the duration of the gain-voltage curve measurement. Unfortunately, incident particle fluxes in space vary substantially over time, resulting in a poorly quantified gain-voltage curve. Using such a gain-voltage curve as a quantitative calibration for operating the MCP detector in the steep section of the gain-voltage curve introduces substantial uncertainty in the measurements.
With these considerations, increasing the signal-to-background by increasing the LLD setting is generally not practical for space applications unless lower measurement accuracy is acceptable or an in situ method for regular, accurate gain-voltage curve calibration is implemented for the different targeted particle types and energies.
E. MCP Sensitivity to Penetrating Radiation: Dependence on Detector Geometry
For this analysis, we assume that the incident particles that we are trying to measure can hit the web area of the MCP input surface and be detected. Therefore, the detection efficiency of these particles is largely insensitive to the open area ratio of the detector.
The quantum efficiency of MCP detectors from incident penetrating radiation scales as where is the areal channel density and is the channel surface area. First, the channel density is inversely proportional to the square of the channel pitch, i.e.,
. Second, the channel surface area is where, as before, and are the channel length and diameter, respectively. We wish to assess the sensitivity at a specific detector gain; thus, because gain is dependent on the ratio [17] [18] [19] [20] , [26] we likewise require that remains constant for any detector geometry. This results in . Therefore, we obtain for MCP detectors (4) We note that is a measure of the relative channel wall thickness, thus decreases quadratically with increasing relative wall thickness. We further note that the open area ratio (OAR) for hexagonal channel geometry likewise scales as , thus OAR. Using the from Table II for the MCP geometry used in this study ( m, m), we can predict the sensitivity of MCP detectors of other geometries using (5) Therefore, MCP detectors with smaller channel diameter and larger channel pitch results in lower sensitivity to penetrating radiation. Because imaging resolution decreases with larger channel pitch [42] , this optimization is practical for applications that do not require high imaging resolution.
